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Timbre is the color of sound and light is the color of light, and the two are inextricably linked etymologically. MOONMENT's light

guide panel is divided by five different colored light bands, each color representing a timbre.

Tone is often a prominent factor in the emotional expression of the music, and for the light color, the cold feeling of cold light source and the warm feeling of warm light source give the most

prominent.The forward and backward movements of the hands also bring about a similar emotional experience.

The semantics of downward movement are "low" and "heavy", which are similar to the feeling of a low-pitched voice; the semantics of upward

movement are "high" and "light", which are similar to the feeling of a high-pitched voice; at the same time, the change of the brightness of the light also

has the semantics of rising and falling.
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In order to finally confirm the changes to be mapped by each data,

the author conducted a pre-experiment demo.

In the pre-experiment, according to the previously confirmed

mapping scheme, music control and light control are two lines

proceeding in parallel, the author first called four data Px, Py, Pz,

Vy, the specific role of the following table, Px determines both the

tone and light color, Py determines both the pitch and brightness, Pz

determines both the tuning and warm and cold ratio, Vy determines

the speed of the music, the four data belong to the same output and

are processed at the same time, thus achieving the consistency of

music and lighting.

The core part mainly used laser cutting technology, and then

hand-cut acrylic panels for splicing, while fixing the light strip, as

well as the light guide above the strip, and finally put Leap motion

in the middle, finishing the wire.

The base I used polyurethane model foam hand grinding out,

grinding molding with cement powder smear, to dry cement and

brush on clear water top coat.

The ring is made of 1cm stainless steel ring, head and tail welded,

and finally sprayed with brass metal paint.
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There are three paragraphsrepresenting the three emotions.

The five-segment chart represents the fiveelements of the piece.

Slow, medium and fast numericalinterval increases

In three segments representing threesound regions, but there are more notesin the register.

Fixing bugs and precise controlrange
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Clip from New media experimental dance piece, Taken and Bound. The more technology is developed,

the more people manipulate the world. From basic mechanics to the current human intelligence, people like

to explore the unknown. The moonment's role is that of a human controller of shadows.

Due to the limitations of the venue, a small smoke machine was used, but the colloidal environment was

not built up and the light could not be diffused.

It's easier to build a tindal environment in a studio, so the

pillars of light work much better. I used an industrial humidifier

to create a colloidal environment in the room. MOONMENT is made up of a 60cm diameter brass ring and a 60cm long wooden structure with an acrylic panel and black walnut shell, with a Leap

motion gesture sensor embedded in the middle and two LED strips on both side of the gesture sensor. When the MOONMENT is located with

pedestal, it is equipped with a concrete mountain-shaped base.
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